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Society news
On October 3 we were entertained by Dr Jocelyn Bell Burnell to a lecture on the Cygnus X-3 pulsar, and on November 7 Professor Malcolm Longair, in his
usual ebullient style, gave a talk entitled "Before the First Three Minutes" which actually turned out to be "The First Fractions of a Second" of the Big Bang.
Professor Archie Roy spoke on the planetary satellites on December 5, and on January 9 Dr Bill Napier, in "The Cosmic Winter", left his audience somewhat
apprehensive of impending doom. About a week later it seemed as if some sort of cosmic winter had indeed arrived.

The Annual General Meeting on on March 6 promises to be interesting: there will actually be an Election! Usually the Council is left to nominate candidates and
is always in danger of becoming a self-perpetuating elite, but this year we have more candidates than vacancies, so please come along and vote. At the AGM,
also, we will have Dr Michael Gadsden of Aberdeen University to give a lecture on Noctilucent Clouds and conditions in the upper atmosphere - which is not to
be missed!

Mr Brian Kelly from ROE Visitors' Centre has been co-opted onto the Council.

The Council have invited Mr Harry Ford to be an Honorary Member of the Society. You will be pleased to hear that he was recently appointed Planetarium
Lecturer at the Old Royal Observatory at Greenwich.

The management of Leith Nautical College have allowed the Society to make use of their 'retired' planetarium which saw service for many years in the old
College in Commercial Street. The projector is a GOTO E-5 table-top model, which produces star images by the simple pin-hole system, and there is an
'umbrella' type screen of white fabric stretched over a metal framework which can be suspended from the ceiling of a lecture room, like the new planetarium in
the Mills Observatory in Dundee. The Society is most grateful for this addition to its instrumentation, and once Jack and Jamie have carried out a few minor
repairs it will be very useful for instruction in positional astronomy.

Another visit by Society members to the 'main' planetarium at the College has been suggested for the beginning of next session, in autumn. Please see the
Secretary if you are interested.

Antonio A. T. Bueno BS. FRAS.

It is with great regret that we have to report the recent death, in California, of Tony Bueno, one of our Honorary Members, at the early age of 37. He came from
a very old Spanish family which was long settled in Cuba, where Tony was born, then in California. He was an engineer with the San Jose Highways
Department.

A great lover of Britain, he was especially fond of Scotland. He felt at home here. When he first came to Edinburgh some six years ago, he enjoyed a visit to
Calton Hill so much that he gave generous donations to the Society, so the Council responded by electing him an Honorary Member, to his great delight. He
returned to Scotland every year from then on, and was planning to come over this year, but sadly his health deteriorated.

Tony was a member of the R.A.S., the B.A.A. and American Astronomical Societies and was an active observer of variable stars. Despite severe chronic health
problems which affected his vision and left him almost crippled, kept going only by massive daily doses of drugs and injections, he lived his life to the full,
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even, incredibly, to the extent of fencing, jousting, single-handed sailing and hot-air ballooning. He liked British cars, travelled widely and was interested in
photography and British history.

One or two of our members got to know "Big Tony" well, and Hill miss visits from this ever-cheerful and brave man. The Secretary has sent a message of
sympathy to the family on behalf of the Society.

Meteor update
by Colin Steele

In the last few months meteor astronomy in Scotland has had a rather lean time. The weather has been poor and full moon has coincided with some of the active
showers. Nevertheless some observers have been out and their contributions are greatly appreciated by the BAA Meteor Section.

The following have contributed observations over the period Sept 1966 - Jan 1987:

  P. Wayne                Culbokie, Ross-shire 
  D. Gavine, G. Ramsay    Edinburgh 
  C. Steele, F. Vincent   St Andrews 
  W. Bradford             Seaham, Co. Durham 

Although all reports deserve credit, special mention must go to the work of Pete Wayne who has devoted a great deal of time to meteors in late 1986.

Several showers were active over the period:

DRACONIDS - The possibility of this shower putting on an active display could not be ruled out, but observations gave a low rate - two an hour at most.

ORIONIDS - Although this shower was badly affected by moonlight some observations were made. Rates (ZHR corrected for conditions) approached 30 on
Oct 19/20 and 20/21 but were lower at other times. Orionids were about one magnitude on average brighter than sporadics.

TAURIDS - observed during the first two weeks of November, with ZHR remarkably consistent over the period, about 12 per hour. Taurids were about half a
mag brighter than sporadics.

GEMINIDS - Despite moonlight this shower was reasonably well observed. On the maximum night, however, the moon inflated ZHR figures - one estimate
was 83 ± 7. Earlier in the shower conditions were better and more accurate estimates were made.

URSIDS - not nuch to report. 32 minutes and one meteor.

QUADRANTIDS - this was to have been the major project of the winter but the weather did not oblige. The ZHR for January 2/3 (night before maximum) was
about 10.
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FUTURE SHOWERS - The Lyrids occur towards the end of April (maximum 22nd) with a radiant near Vega. In July and August the various summer showers
occur, but unfortunately full moon occurs close to the Perseid maximum and so rates will be affected. However, this will give observers a chance to observe the
parts of the shower away from the maximum in the absence of moonlight. There will all also be sporadic meteors around at all times. Any observations will be
greatly appreciated.

Editor's note - Colin Steele is the Co-ordinator of the Northern Network, BAA Meteor Section. Observations and requests for information should be sent to him
at:

Department of Applied Mathematics, 
North Haugh, 
University of St Andrews, 
Fife, KY16 9SS.

Other observations
Owen Pearson has picked up several moderate magnetic disturbances on his "jam-jar" magnetometer but cloud has prevented visible sightings. On Nov 25/26
Dave Gavine saw a weak rayed band in cloud, it was a major display further north. Gavin Ramsay continues to make solar active-area counts, and he, Dave
Gavine and Jack Heeley are engaged on a variable star programme.

The momentous news from Australia (see The Astronomer no 273, Jan 1987) that Robert McNaught has discovered two novae, in Centaurus and in the Small
Magellanic Cloud, involves our own Duncan Waldron. Duncan has also discovered two fast-moving, probably asteroidal bodies, 1986TN and 1986TO, from the
UK Schmidt plates.

The story of the planetarium
Harry Ford

The sky has always been an important part of the human environment with the Sun moving across the vault of heaven during the day and the stars doing the
same at night, to form a clock in the sky. The waxing and waning of the Moon gave us the month, and the differing height of the Sun at mid-day from
Midsummer to Midsummer again indicates the passage of a year. In addition the patterns of the stars, the constellations, give us a system of direction on the
upturned bowl of night, and this matches the direction by the Sun during the day.

It is not surprising then that mankind has long attempted to record for posterity the lore of the sky and its appearance in the form of maps and pictures. In these
attempts over the centuries there were two problems to be overcome, how to depict the appearance of the objects seen in the sky, and how to represent the
movement of these differing bodies.
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The appearance of the sky

Constellation patterns were rendered on stone very early in history, for example on the roof of the famous tomb at Dendera in Egypt. During what was in Europe
the 'dark ages' an inscribed stone in the form of a star map was considered fit as a present from the Emperor of China to the ruler of Korea. From the Ancient
Greek world we find technology capable of making accurate measuring instruments and armillaries, rings of metal forming the celestial sphere with the
Celestial equator, and ecliptic, around which were the circles of the meridian and various small circles, the arctic and antarctic and tropics. The Greeks also
made star globes, but these last had a disadvantage, the constellations will be reversed on a globe since we on Earth are inside looking out, with a globe we are
on the outside looking on. The makers of these early globes also paid little attention to star positions, instead they concentrated on picturesque constellation
figures.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/16/fig02f.jpg
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The ideal is to place the viewer "inside" the globe with the sky "up above", and this is the case with the Gottorp Globe built by Andreas Busch, a skilled
technician, between the years 1644-64, to data supplied by Adam Olearius court mathematician to Duke Frederick the Third of Holstein which lies between
Denmark and Germany. The globe consists of a copper sphere four metres diameter weighing three tons. It held an audience of ten who sat round a fixed
platform while the globe turned by water power around their heads. The constellations were painted on the inside of the globe, but this time the right way round.
The Gottorp Globe survives in Leningrad. The next stage came with the stars formed by daylight entering the globe through pin-point holes, and this was done
by Erhard Weigel at Jena in Germany as early as 1699. It did not survive, nor did the next one, the 'uranium' of Roger Long, master of Pembroke College
Cambridge, and a noted astronomer and mathematician. The 'uranium' seems to have been six metres diameter and held an audience of eighteen. For a time
after its completion at Cambridge in 1758 an attendant was paid to operate it for visitors, but it never became popular. Happily one later globe of this kind has
survived, the Atwood Globe in Chicago at the Academy of Science Museum. Made of galvanized iron sheet the Atwood Globe is much lighter than the similarly
sized Gottorp Globe. Daylight passes through holes of appropriate size to give star images. The globe which dates from the beginning of this century is driven
diurnally by an electric motor. Interestingly the planets are shown shown by opening and closing holes along the Ecliptic, an attempt at solving the other great
problem, how to show especially the movements of the "wandering stars" , the planets.

Movements in the sky
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A simple spindle on a globe will enable it to rotate as does the sky during a twenty four hour period, but the complex movements of the planets and the Moon
are a different matter. We know now that we are observing the planets from yet another planet, the Earth, which is itself moving around the Sun. As the Earth
"overtakes" and passes the planets further out from the Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, during an Earth year they seem to "loop the loop", but the inner planets,
Venus and Mercury, closer to the Sun will always be seen in the morning just before sunrise, or just after sunset in the evening. Ancient astronomical thinking
preserved in the writings of Claudius Ptolemy (second century A.D.) was that the planets actually did travel in these loops since to them the Earth was fixed in
space.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/16/fig04f.jpg
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The work of Copernicus and the first of the modern astronomers displaced the Earth from the centre of things, and replaced it with the Sun. This will of course
make it easier to make a mechanical model of the Solar System, but in fact mechanical models of the earlier Ptolemaic system were very familiar to our old
friends the Greeks as early as the third century B.C. Archimedes of Syracuse in Sicily made complex globes and mechanical models, descriptions of which can
be read in Roman writings. Amazingly one actual device from this era has survived - the Antikythera device. It was found at the beginning of this century in the
wreck of a Roman ship of 80 B.C. off the Greek coast. Although poorly preserved it is clearly a box with a shaft driving accurately cut bronze gear wheels,
which in turn rotate circular plates representing the orbits of the Sun, Moon, and the naked eye planets. On the planet plates are what can only be described as
sliding eccentrics to show the Ptolemaic paths of the planets. A direct descendant of the Antikythera device is the De Dondi clock of 1362 made in Italy. As
before the planet plates have the eccentrics.
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With the advent of the Sun-centred Copernican system the eccentric could be dispensed with. A mechanical model of the Solar System made for Christiaan
Huygens in the seventeenth century shows the planets as little globes thanks to the then new discoveries of the telescope. The maker, Van Ceulen de la Haye,
used the calculations of Huygens to make gear trains so that the planets on the model move in exact ratios of their orbits. Earth was made to rotate 29½ times for
a single turn of Saturn.

By the eighteenth century such models were often made by the ever more skilled clockmakers. One early model by John Rowley for the Earl of Cork and
Orrery, gave the word Orrery to the English language, but they were also called planetariums. They were used for teaching, and for public display. There were
models to show the phases of the Moon or the mechanisms of eclipses. They might be constructed to show Precession or Nutation. One name very much
associated with orrery design is that of James Ferguson, a shepherd boy of Elgin in Morayshire who became the most popular writer on Astronomy of his day.

A really large Orrery on a floor stand was termed a Grand Orrery, and the finest of these was Fulton's Orrery.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/16/fig06f.jpg
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John Fulton of Ayrshire built his Orrery at the beginning of the nineteenth century and it was used by him, and then by his family as a travelling exhibition. Not
only does Fulton's Orrery include all planets out to Uranus, the furthest then known, but it includes their known satellites, and shows the inclinations of all
orbits to the Ecliptic. There are calendar dials on the central gearbox which at first had a crank handle to turn the planets (now replaced by an electric motor)
This wonderful machine is preserved in Glasgow at the Museum of Transport.

Even larger was the planetarium of Eise Eisenga in Holland. He converted the entire ceiling of his house in Franeker, Friesland into an orrery, with the planets
dangling down. There are dials on the walls indicating lunar phases and dates. The power comes from a large weight behind the wall. The planets move in real
time, so Saturn does indeed take 29½ years to make one revolution. The house of course has become a museum.

With an orrery the observer is still in the "wrong" position for the viewing, on the outside looking in. The last development in the vast family of machines
corrected this by at last putting the observer inside. This was the Copernican planetarium three of which were built by Franz Meyer, chief engineer of the Carl
Zeiss optical company. Here the observer stands on a moving platform going round a floor circle representing the Earth's orbit. The observer views the similarly
moving planets coming down from the ceiling, through a periscope. The planets are light bulbs powered by electric motors. Since the observer is moving with
the planets (An Earth 'year' is twelve minutes long) he or she can see the planets in their correct relative positions. This was the last of the great line, the date
1922.

Finally we come to the final form, the projection planetarium, which only became possible with the perfecting of the filament electric light bulb. At long last the
geared orrery is teamed up with the ancient globe and sphere for as large an audience as one could wish, the triumph of the Carl Zeiss company.
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After the First World War, the Deutsches Museum in Munich asked the Carl Zeiss Company if it was possible to devise a new way of bringing to an audience
the image of a realistic night sky. Dr Walther Bauersfeld of Zeiss came up with the concept of the projection planetarium which in its scale and appearance
resembles the Cinema with which most people by that time in 1923 were familiar. It has a projector and screen, but the screen is hemispherical and surrounds
the audience: it represents the sky. The heart of the Bauersfeld system is the metal sphere at the centre of which is a high intensity 1000 watt electric light bulb.
On the surface of the sphere are sixteen projectors each with a lens, optical condenser, and a slide of a section of the star sphere. When the observers "sky"
moves it is the projector on its spindle which is moving. The sky is utterly life-like, and the faint Milky Way can be included, along with any number of
phenomena which come to mind, such as meteors or the aurora.

For Bauersfeld there remained the problem of planetary movements, the phases of the Moon, and the eastward movement of the Moon. In the case of the planets
he arranged projectors to move round by geared mechanisms which are separate from the star sphere, and since the audience is back to viewing from the
"inside" of the ancient star sphere, the gear system is Ptolemaic instead of Copernican, just like the earliest devices.
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The support cage for the planet projectors means that twin lenses are needed for each planet, to prevent them from 'occulting' on the frame as they move round.
The calculations which Walther Bauersfeld made for the gear ratios in the planet projectors covered 500 folio sheets of paper.

The Moon's movement eastward during a lunation was simpler to arrange, but lunar phases are simulated by reflecting light from a metallic mirror round which
a hemispherical cup rotates to change the Moon from a crescent to full and back again.

On the main support structure of a planetarium the diurnal or "daily" axis of the Earth is matched by one at an angle of 23½° for the ecliptic, and it is to this that
the planet cage is fixed. Precession of the equinoxes can be shown, and such is the accuracy of the gear system of a Zeiss planetarium, that reversing the planets
back thousands of years puts them out of position only a degree or so. Bauersfeld's first model, fitted at Munich and The Hague in Holland only had one globe
and so could only show the sky from the Northern Hemisphere, so Walter Villiger, Bauersfeld's worthy successor at Zeiss, introduced the universal planetarium
with the familiar -"dumbbell" of two spheres, one for each hemisphere, so there is a change of latitude from north to south poles without any apparent break.
Only one universal machine exists in Britain and that is in the London Planetarium at Madam Tussauds. It is said that the demand for spectacles in this country
when the National Health Service started was so great that the firm of Carl Zeiss was saved from certain extinction. The factory is now at Oberkochen in the
Federal Republic but the Peoples' Republic of Germany (the D.D.R) still keep up production of planetariums at the old factory at Jena.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/16/fig09f.jpg
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The pinhole planetarium

An American journalist, the late Armand Spitz, was deeply impressed by his first sight of the Zeiss planetarium, but deplored the sad fact that the enormous cost
would confine them to the largest cities on Earth where there were rich patrons or government bodies to finance them. He set to work simplifying the star
projection globe and by 1947 Spitz was making projectors based on the 'pinhole' principle where the star images from a single bulb in the centre of the globe,
with a 'pin point' filament, are formed on the screen through holes of differing sizes in the actual globe. A large hole will produce a brighter star. The Spitz
company is still prominent, but in the latest models the brightest stars at least are projected by individual lenses.

It is the pinhole concept with its low cost which makes a school or even a bedroom planetarium possible. Japanese firms like Goto or Minolta make very simple
or complex systems available. Only a few hardy individuals have made projectors as complex as the Zeiss Universal, but the Spitz system is very suitable for the
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amateur engineer or the school workshop.

Programme possibilities in a planetarium

In a large planetarium a show would consist of a projection of the objects visible to the eye, perhaps on that night. It would probably include natural phenomena
such as shower meteors, aurorae, eclipses of the Sun and Moon. It will be possible to teach physics students about the celestial sphere since lines of Right
Ascension and Declination mean that the audience is inside the old armillary sphere. Projectors added to the machine can show the proper motion of stars, and
'scintillation', the "twinkling" of stars due to the Earth's atmosphere. Programmes may be computer controlled, effects switching on and off by means of tape.
The largest ones are often atmospheriums with effects of thunder and lightning, projectors for clouds and so on. A planetarium will have some recognisable
horizon, perhaps the buildings of the city in which it is situated, or it may be the projected horizon of the Moon or distant planet.

Right from the beginning the planetarium has had the capability of putting new and lively dimensions onto not only to the understanding of mathematics, but
onto Geography, History and Anthropology. But most important of all no one has found a better way of establishing an environment which can so effectively
show people the wonder and beauty of the Cosmos.

One final thought, since mechanisms to show the universe are not new, what may be found in the as yet unopened tomb of the Emperor Qin Shihuang in China,
he of the terra-cotta army? The ancient writers said that the tomb contains many mechanical models of the celestial sphere and the planets. So far the finds have
exceeded the wildest imaginings of the writers. We can only wait and see.

About the ASE Journal
The Editor is again grateful to the Director of the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, for generous use of the facilities in the production of the Journal, and to Brian
Kelly for his assistance with the printing.

Editor: Dr D. Gavine, 29 Coillesdene Crescent, Edinburgh EH15 2JJ. 031 657 2338.

A final quote from Dr J. Rostron
'Αστερες μεν 'αμφι καλην σεληνην 
αψ 'αποκρυπτουσι φαεινον ε'ιδος, 
`οπποτε πληθουσα μαλιστα λαμπει 
γην 'επι πασαν. 
                                    Σαπφω.
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"The Stars near the beautiful Moon 
Hide away their radiant form, 
Whenever She at her fullest shines 
The whole Earth over." 
                                    Sappho.

An unusual stellar mirage
by Steuart Campbell

The following UFO report reached me via the Strathclyde police and the Royal Observatory. Driving his lorry north early on the morning of 2 September 1986
George Nelson of East Kilbride saw a most unusual sight. About 0305 BST he was just turning from the M73 onto the A80 road (near Mollinsburn) when he
noticed a long horizontal vivid green light in the sky to the east. He estimated that it was about 12 metres long and 1.5 metres high and at a height of 3600-
4600 m above the horizon (sic). He gave no estimate of distance. The light seemed to be travelling north but he saw it for only 5 seconds or so before it
disappeared behind Cumbernauld.

He saw the light again about 0340 near Stirling when he was on the M9. It appeared for 10-15 sec. from behind the Wallace Monument, then almost due east of
him, and seemed to be heading straight for him at tremendous speed. It seemed to cross his path and disappear to the west "in the direction of Loch Lomond".
He is sure that he saw the rising moon on both occasions.

Mr Nelson identified a colour on a paint chart which he thought corresponded to the colour of the light. This was a green around 500 nm wavelength. Tests
showed no defect in Nelson's colour vision. Since he reported seeing the moon and it did not rise until 0313 his timings are probably too early. Furthermore it
would have taken only 18-20 mins. to cover the 30 or so km. between the two sighting points. If the second time is correct the first could have been 0320 when
the first magnitude star Procyon (α CMi) lay 3° below the horizon on an azimuth of 76° (it rose at 0334). By 0340 it lay on the horizon on an azimuth of 81°,
almost exactly the bearing of the Wallace Monument from Nelson's position on the M9.

Since the surface temperature of Procyon is 6400 °K its spectrum peaks at 469 nm (from T = 0.003), a blue-green, but it must be expected that Rayleigh
scattering will shift the peak towards the red. Shifts of up to 1.0 on the B-V colour index can be expected (equivalent to about 300 nm). Here the shift seems to
be only 30 nm, but there can be no doubt that the light was from Procyon. The only other first magnitude star whose spectrum peaks in that region (α Cen) is not
visible from Britain.

The shape, size end intensity of the image were due to the fact that it was a superior mirage of Procyon, probably due to a temperature inversion out over the
North Sea. Exact weather data are not available but the pressure was fairly high with a westerly wind. This latter could have blown warm air from the land over
the colder water, so forming the inversion. The mirage was visible even with Procyon below the horizon because superior mirages are elevated. At 0340 the
image seemed to approach because of sudden brightening (an optical illusion). The impression that the light was moving north (earlier) was also caused by an
optical illusion.
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George Nelson's sketch of the mirage. Its proportions are 13:1, not 8:1 as his 'dimensions' would indicate. If it is taken as an ellipse (representing a horizontal
disc, as Nelson may have assumed) the ratio 1/13 gives an altitude of 4.4°. At this angle an object 4000 m high would be 52 km away, and at that distance an
object 12m wide by 1m high subtends angles of 0.8' x 0.07' (the assumed size of the mirage). The driving test requires the driver to resolve 0.4'.

See also: S. Campbell, "Livingston: a new Hypothesis", Journal of Transient Aerial Phenomena, Sept 1936, 80-37. 
A UFO encounter near Livingston in 1979 may have been a mirage of Venus.

Editor's note: See also the erratum in Journal 17
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